Network marketing legend Jim Janz finally wrote a book at the age of 72 called "A Rendezvous With Destiny." The book recently became an unofficial best seller. (Newswire.net -- November 17, 2014) Port Moody, BC -- JIM JANZ knows a thing or two about success and motivation. At one point in Jim's business career he had one of the largest network marketing businesses in the world. Having had such great success, you can imagine that a number of people have been after him to write a book for quite some time. Last year at 72 years of age Jim finally wrote his first book which quickly became an unofficial best seller (50,000+ in sales).

Well known business author and speaker Brian Tracy did the forward for "A Rendezvous With Destiny" and calls Jim one of the the greatest success authorities alive. Extremely High praise from someone who has been in the business training industry for over 40 years.

Jim's chosen title for the book is "A Rendezvous With Destiny." The book is full of interesting stories pulled from Jim's successful business career. Jim explains in the book that everyone has a gift of some kind that is the fullest expression of who they are and makes the world a better place when they use their gift.

As Jim was preparing "A Rendezvous With Destiny" he knew he was on to something when he began to talk to people about the title of the book. He found that people would either really come alive and say, "Oh yeah, I know what you're talking about," and others would be close to tears because they realized that they have not fulfilled their destiny yet. Over the last year Jim says the book has reached every demographic who is willing to do what is takes to achieve their dreams and goals.

In a recent interview with Fuel Radio, Jim says the book was targeted at anyone who wants to make their life count and has been pleasantly surprised by the wide range of people who have told him the positive effect that the book has had in helping them move closer to realizing their destiny.
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